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Abstract

This study aimed to identify the types of swearing words and the reasons of swearing words that are used on YouTube comment column. This study conducted a descriptive qualitative research. The source of the data was taken from comment column of video uploaded by CNN about political news on YouTube. In analyzing the data, the researchers employed the theory proposed by Lakoff (1975) in order to identify the types of swearing word and the theory of Andersson (in Karjalainen, 2002:23) in order to describe the reasons of swearing word. The result of this study revealed that there were two types of swearing word, which were strong and weak swearing word and three reasons of swearing words, which were psychological, social and linguistic motive. The most dominant type was strong swearing word and the most dominant reasons of using swearing word was psychological motive. The word fuck as the powerful taboo word was the most dominant word contained in the expressions of swearing word.
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1. Introduction

Swearing has evolved thousand years ago to represent human expression. Nevertheless, before the nineteenth century, swearing is not popular and strictly forbidden. Allan and Burridge (2006) state that swearing words are those considered offensive, shocking, or indecent when used in certain context, there are strict conditions on its use and penalties for violating these conditions. Recently, the use of swearing is different from the past. Swearing becomes more popular as can be seen in our daily life as well as in many Medias, both in spoken and written conversation, more specifically in comment column.

The use of swearing words often takes place in social media network sites. Along with the advancement of technology, social media has become a common platform for communication. People are free to write what they want to say through comment column. No one controls and limits the freedom of expression in using it. For instance, YouTube as one the popular social networking sites in which thousands of videos are being uploaded everyday by its user.

YouTube allows its user to communicate through video comment and ratings (Halpern & Gibbs, 2013). YouTube users are free to comment and discuss through the comment column on various video posted. Various YouTube channels deal with particular issues, it can be about science, education, entertainment, and the popular one is political issues. These videos
are made available to the public to debate and discussed upon. Additionally, YouTube is a community in which rule for online behavior is not strictly forbidden.

Regarding to the political issues, CNN (cable news network) is one of the popular channels in YouTube. CNN is an American News channel that mainly broadcast political news. CNN has more than eight million subscribers and uploaded one hundred forty seven thousands of videos on its own YouTube channel. People around the world easily reach the accessibility of those videos to debate and discussed through the comment column. Moreover, YouTube is a community in which rule for the language usage is no control and the viewer who wants to comment do not required to disclose any personal information. Thus, the researcher found that many comments contain swearing words is there to strengthen strong emotion such as dislike, dissatisfaction, anger, and surprise.

2. Literature Review

Related to swearing phenomenon, many researchers have conducted for several times. First, a sociolinguistics research entitled *An Analysis of Taboo Word and Swear Word in Dustin Lee Abraham’s How High Movie*, was done by Aditia (2011). The purposes of this study is to classify the types of taboo words and the factor which cause the characters use the taboo words and swear word in this movie. The result of this study showed that there are four types of taboo word that found in *How High* movie. Moreover, there are two types of swear word that found in *How High* movie such as strong swear word and weak swear word. This research contributes to the ongoing research to analyze types of swearing in terms of the theory that based on Swan (1995).

From the previous researches focused on language usage, the researcher mainly found the oral media such as movie, vlog and song as the object of the study. Afterwards, there have been limited studies concerned on how language used on written media such as YouTube comment column. Thus, the research intends to analyses the phenomenon of language usage, more specifically swearing word on YouTube comment column. The study only focuses on analyzing the types and reasons of swearing word found in comment column of videos uploaded by CNN on YouTube.

3. Research Method

This study conducts a descriptive qualitative research. Bungin (2007) states that in descriptive qualitative research, data collecting method and technique of data analysis are tied inseparably, because the data analysis method and technique have actually been started since the data collection has been conducted. This kind of research describes and explains a phenomenon as it is. The source of data in this study was taken from comment column of video uploaded by CNN about political news on YouTube. The researcher only focuses on comment that contains swearing words. The data will be analyzed, classified, and described in order to answer the problem of the study. Moreover, the researcher takes 17 data to be analyzed from three most commented videos about Political News from CNN on YouTube from the website [https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN](https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN). This research is collected by using documentary method, in which only the data that support the research question are taken.

4. Results and Discussion

The analysis puts the focus on the types of swearing words and the reasons of swearing words used on YouTube comment column in CNN Political News. There are two types of
swearing words that are used by participant in commenting the CNN political news on YouTube comment column they are strong and weak swearing word. Three reasons of swearing words that are used by participant; they are psychological motive, social motive, and linguistic motive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Types of Swearing Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the analysis of 17 data used in this study, it is found that types of swearing word in this study is dominated by strong swearing words, which is 13 data from data analysis. On the other hand, it is only found 4 for the types of weak swearing words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Reasons of Swearing Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Linguistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason of swearing word in this study is dominated by Psychological motive, which is 8 data and 6 data for linguistic motive from data analysis. Social motive is the lowest reasons used by participant, which is 3 data from 17 data analysis.

4.1 Analysis of Types of Swearing Word

Strong swearing word can be identified by seeing the taboo word that has rude character and it does not maintain its literal meaning. Moreover, it should be interpreted according to their emotive sense. Meanwhile, weak swearing word pertains to the taboo word that has mild character and it does not maintain its literal meaning. Moreover, it should be interpreted according to their emotive sense as can be seen from the following data below.

a. Adam Shortnacy: as long as Trump is president I don’t give a fuck, just like you didn’t when Buma was president

The expression of “I don’t give a fuck” is regarded as strong swearing word and characterized as a way to express emotion in order to exclaim an unconcern toward something. The word fuck in the expression pertains to taboo word and refers to sexual activity. The literal meaning of fuck is having sex with someone and generally used in informal situation. Fuck is the most taboo and powerful rude in English. In this expression, the word fuck does not maintain its literal meaning and it has rude character in the sense of unconcern toward something.

b. Audihostem187: so at the end of this very long drawn-out process no witness and no trial? What the hell is going on here?.

This data is regarded as weak swearing word and presented by the expression “what the hell is going on here” and it is interpreted as a surprised question. The word hell in this
expression pertains to taboo word and one of religious types of mild taboo word. The word *hell* means the place where some people are believed to go after death to be punished forever for the bad things they have done during their live, the word *hell* also refers to unkind-bed tempered. But in this expression, the word hell does not mean to the place but used as expression.

### 4.2 Analysis of Reasons of Swearing Word

Psychological motive emphasize that swearing words is used to release stress and related to personal emotions. Meanwhile, social motive can be used to show social intimacy and distance to other people. Linguistic motive is uttered to give emphasize on what people try to communicate and something being discussed as can be seen from the following data below.

**a. E P** : *holy shit you are stupid*

The expression above written by E P is categorized as an expression contained swearing words which is influenced by psychological motive since it is employed to show the personal participant’s emotion in order to express annoyance.

**b. Dude Bro** : *Donald Trump doesn’t trust China! China is Asshole*

The expression written by Dude Bro “China is Asshole” is categorized an expression contained swearing words which is influenced by social motive. He showed his hatred toward China and saying that china is Asshole. The word Asshole is strong taboo word used to show hatred toward community that can cause insult.

**c. Xun Gu** : *give me fucking link. Who is DR. Z?*

The expression “give me fucking link” written by Xun Gu is categorized as an expression contained swearing word which is influenced by linguistic motive. The word “fucking” as an adjective word in this expression is used to give emphasize to what Xun Gu asking for.

### 5. Conclusion

The researcher found that there are two types of swearing words; they are strong and weak swearing word. The most dominant type of swearing words that is used by participant in commenting the CNN political news on YouTube comment column is strong swearing word. Moreover, there are three reasons of swearing words; they are psychological motive, social motive, and linguistic motive. The most dominant reason of swearing word is psychological motive. The word *fuck* as the powerful taboo word is the most dominant contained in the expressions of swearing word.

Strong swearing word and psychological motive are the most dominant types and reasons of swearing in this study. Those are very offensive and impolite to be used in formal situation. CNN as the object of the data is legal YouTube channel, which mainly posts about political news. On the other hand, YouTube is a community in which rule for the language usage is no control and the participants who want to comment do not required to disclose any personal information. Moreover, Political issue is one of the popular issue in which people are interested to debate and sometimes causing pro and contra. Thus, it is no doubtful that the participant highly used strong swearing words in order to express and strengthen their personal emotion.
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